Call for Papers

The Global Internet (GI) Symposium is the flagship event established and organized by the Internet Technical Committee (ITC), a joint committee of the IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc) and the Internet Society (ISOC).

The IEEE Global Internet Symposium aims to provide a top forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss advances in Internet related technologies. The focus of the symposium is on experimental systems and emerging future Internet technologies, and especially on scaling such systems to a global scale. Research on understanding Internet protocols, services, and applications at global scale is also encouraged. The Program Committee also welcomes position papers (which should be clearly marked as such).

The topics of interest include, but are not limited to the following:
- Routing, switching, and addressing
- Resource management and quality of service
- Software defined networks and network programming
- Content delivery and management
- Energy awareness
- Next generation network architectures
- Distributed Internet applications including games, VoIP, and video conferencing
- Online social networking
- Peer To Peer networks
- Novel applications and new paradigms
- Internet measurement, modeling, and visualization
- Large scale network operation and performance monitoring
- Privacy and/or security issues on the Internet
- Anomaly, intrusion and attack detection
- Interface among networking, communications and information theory
- Applications of network science in communication networks
- Economic aspects of the Internet

Important Dates

* Submission due: 22 December 2015
* Notification of acceptance: 8 February 2016
* Camera ready: TBA
* Symposium: TBA

Steering Committee
Jaime Lloret Mauri (Polytechnic University of Valencia)
Xiaoming Fu, Chair (University of Goettingen)
Tilman Wolf (UMass)
Joerg Ott (TU Munich)
Colin Perkins (University of Glasgow)
Jun Li (University of Oregon)
Toru Hasegawa (Osaka University)

Program Committee Chairs
Stefan Schmid (T-Labs & TU Berlin)
Sasu Tarkoma (University of Helsinki)

Technical Program Committee
Fred Baker (Cisco Systems, USA)
Anat Brelmer-Barr (IDC Herzliya, Israel)
Ruben Cuevas Rumin (Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain)
Anja Feldmann (TU Berlin, Germany)
Giancarlo Fortino (University of Calabria, Italy)
Toru Hasegawa (Osaka University, Japan)
James Kempf (Ericsson, USA)
Kirill Kogan (IMDEA Networks Institute, Spain)
Jaime Lloret Mauri (Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain)
Olaf Maennel (Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia)
David Malone (Hamilton Institute, Ireland)
Martin May (Technicolor, France)
Jörg Ott (TU Munich, Germany)
Colin Perkins (University of Glasgow, UK)
George C. Polyzos (AUEB, Greece)
Radia Perlman (EMC Corporation, USA)
Ioannis Psaras (University College London, UK)
Chen Qian (University of Kentucky, USA)
Peter Reiher (UCLA, USA)
Henning Schulzrinne (Columbia University, USA)
Hiroshi Shigeno (Keio University, Japan)
Michael Sirivianos (Cyprus University of Technology, Cyprus)
Rade Stanojevic (Telefonica Research, Spain)
Dan Wang (The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong)
Gang Zhou (College of William and Mary, USA)

Submission Guidelines
Submitted manuscripts must be formatted in standard IEEE camera ready format (doublecolumn,10pt font) and must be submitted via EDAS as PDF files. The manuscripts must be no longer than 6 pages. The Program Committee reserves the right to not review papers that violate these formatting rules. Submitted papers must not have been previously published, or be under consideration for publication elsewhere.